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CAREER DEVELOPMENT IN CONTEXT
FESTSCHRIFT FOR FRED VONDRACEK
Abstract
Fred Vondracek was one of the first scholars to highlight since at the beginning of 21st century that vocational psychology should consider social and work context changes to help people to cope with the future times (Vondracek, Ferreira, & dos Santos, 2010). In relation to this, and taking into account the rapid changes in the currently labor market, Fred Vondracek highlights the important roles of some positive resources, such as career adaptability, positive career orientation, proactive career behaviors (Hirschi, Lee, Porfeli, & Vondracek, 2013).
In this chapter, celebrating Fred Vondracek as a scholar who has greatly contributed to the development of our discipline and on the base of his reflections, theoretical assumptions of Life Design, and Psychology Youth Development approach, we consider some relevant resources to cope with difficult times that we are going through, such as hope, optimism, future orientation, resilience, occupational knowledge, and career adaptability. For each of those constructs research studies underscoring their role in personal and professional development in childhood, preadolescence, and adolescence, are presented. Then, as Fred Vondracek claimed, we highlighted the importance of involving people in vocational guidance projects, as soon as possible in order to prepare adults to cope with the today complex reality. The chapter also reports some important assessment tools useful to analyze strengths and improve training activity to promote positive resources such as hope, optimism, future orientation, resilience, occupational knowledge, and career adaptability.
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**Introduction**

This chapter is part of a volume that honors Fred Vondracek’s work and achievements. The aim of this contribution is to highlight the affinities and similarities that we have shared and still share with him. The strong beliefs connecting us with Fred Vondracek regard the attention paid to current socio-economic
changes, the context, developmental age, and the processes that support an adaptive career development.

As is well known, we are experiencing a time of such great and rapid changes that it is difficult to have full awareness of them and adapt the pace of our own existence accordingly. To deal with the personal and social ‘transitions’ associated with them, people need to use sophisticated coping strategies to safeguard their work and future prospective, as well as their wellbeing and quality of life (Nota, Soresi, Ferrari, & Ginevra, 2014). Fred Vondracek was one of the first scholars to highlight, at the beginning of 21st century, that vocational psychology should consider social and work context changes. In 2000, Vondracek and Hartung organized a symposium at the American Psychological Association Convention in Washington, D.C., emphasizing the need for new models, research paradigms, research methods, and methods of intervention, to help people to cope with the future times (Vondracek, Ferreira, & Santos, 2010; Vondracek & Hartung, 2002).

As regards the context, vocational psychology has always paid attention to the individual and the need for individuals to consider their life environments. Over time, an evolution of thinking has resulted in greater attention being paid to the fact that the context characterizes professional development and, consequently, that it must be seen not only as a “ground of exploration”, but as a set of conditions that can characterize the career construction of individuals. We strongly believe that it is unavoidable to envisage the involvement of so many allies that can allow the creation of wide and fruitful collaborations and help career counselors to support hope, optimism, solidarity, and to favor changes and improvements useful to innovation and to make the most of the collective
intelligence of mankind, thus encouraging its development (Nota et al., 2014; Savickas et al., 2009). Since 1986, Fred Vondracek, in the developmental-contextual theory, emphasized the role of context, defined as family, culture, and socioeconomic system (Vondracek, Lerner, & Schulenberg, 1986), assuming the existence of bi-directional influences between the child, growing up within the proximal context of the family, and the child’s extra-familial network, including school, peers, and part-time work experiences. More recently, he highlighted that the dynamic person-context interactions shape human development and stated that the contexts can modify the circumstances surrounding the developing person (Vondracek et al., 2010; Vondracek & Porfeli, 2002, 2008).

Lastly, as concerns the third point of affinity, we are well aware that in our field research has very often focused on the transition from adolescence to adulthood, while developmental age and preadolescence have received much less attention. However, we can no longer think that this can still be done today. The children of the 21st century live in a society characterized by rapid economic and technological changes, the so-called ‘knowledge society’, or ‘information society’ because of the substantial production and distribution of information (Masten & Obradović, 2006). Thanks to technology, people can access and consult unlimited information and creatively produce innovative products (Thomas & Sheth, 2011). It seems clear that in the actual social context competencies that differ considerably from the skills and knowledge demanded in the previous century are needed and should be developed as soon as possible (Savickas et al., 2009). All of that has already been highlighted as relevant by Fred Vondracek via his view that career development must be part of an effort to foster optimal human functioning. According to him, the
goal of our field should be to enhance the strengths in any
given individual with the resources for positive development
present in the individual’s contexts (Vondracek et al., 2010).
In relation to this, and taking into account the changes in
the labor market, Fred Vondracek highlights some positive
resources, such as career adaptability, positive career ori-
entation, proactive career behaviors (Hirschi, Lee, Porfeli,
& Vondracek, 2013; Hirschi & Vondracek, 2009; Skorikov &
Vondracek, 2007), and claims that these skills and attitudes
should be developed as soon as possible, from childhood,
which is a crucial period for career development, in order
to prepare adults to cope with a complex reality (Hartung,
Porfeli, & Vondracek, 2008). Based on that, we think that we
and Fred Vondracek speak with a single voice on the issues
mentioned above. And this can only echo the deeply shared
underlying belief that, given such premises, career counseling
must be at the service of the less privileged individuals of a
population (Nota et al., 2014; Vondracek et al., 2010). With
this chapter, we not only wish to celebrate Fred Vondracek
as a scholar who has greatly contributed to the development
of our discipline and to whom we owe so much, but, based
on what we mentioned above, we would also like to address
some issues dear to our hearts and propose some examples
of actions that can be implemented in line with the principles
and theoretical beliefs just described.

What drives us, and we know that Fred Vondracek will
agree with us given that his work has always been open to
different voices, is the wish to continue to foster the wave of
modernization sweeping our field in order to give impulse to
new forces and new energies and to facilitate a social trans-
formation that profits from the changes underway to improve
social and human conditions.
Resources for Life Design and career construction

Current actual conditions may stimulate a negative vision about the future that is related to uneasiness, discomfort and confusion, and to a reduced propensity to think about multiple options, progress, and improvements in living conditions. Therefore, in 2006, at the beginning of the economic crisis that now is enveloping the Western world, an international group of scholars started to develop what is now known as the Life Design approach, aimed at providing answers to the crisis. After three years of work, they published the shared ‘Manifesto’ of the Life Design approach (Savickas et al., 2009). The Life Design approach states that career problems are only “a slice of the pie” of individual life, and that people need to understand how to handle postmodern life. It should specify skills and knowledge for the analysis of non-linear causalities, ecological settings, multiple subjective contexts, and complex dynamics. Moreover, it emphasizes the need to support people to become experts in co-construction and life design processes, to anticipate and deal with career transitions, and to consider hope for a foreseeable future, useful to individuals’ future planning and behavior, and career adaptability, that is a modern world workers’ essential resource to manage frequent career and life transitions (Nota et al., 2014; Savickas et al., 2009).

To create a sound foundation for all of this, it is necessary to involve children, as soon as possible, to promote their development of positive life trajectories. Moreover, this is in line with developments in the last decade to shift attention from a focus on deficits and problems during childhood and adolescence to increased valuing of positive aspects in the course of development. In fact, the new emphasis is on ‘positive youth development’ (PYD) (Lerner, von Eye, Lerner, & Lewin-Bizan,
2009). This is an approach that aims to overcome the negative view associated with the transition from childhood to adolescence, with the latter often conceptualized as absence or decrease of difficulties (Bowers, Li, Kiely, Brittian, Lerner, & Lerner, 2010). Also Hartung, Porfeli, and Vondracek (2005) claimed that promoting positive development could increase the probability of reducing “the likelihood of delinquent and deviant behaviors, including alcohol and drug abuse” (p. 411). We like Vondracek et al. (2010)’s reference to systems theory proposed by Overton (2010), that state that the greater the integration between the individual’s strengths and the resources of the context, the greater the positive development observed, the setting of goals, the optimal use of resources and strategies to achieve them, and the changes made to actions already started to pursue them if barriers are encountered or if strategies turn out to be inefficacious.

In line with that, over the last few years we have paid attention to some aspects that can be advantageous for the construction of positive pathways, such as hope, optimism, future orientation, resilience, occupational knowledge and career adaptability.

Positive development: The role of hope and optimism.

Hope and optimism emerge in childhood and persist into the adult years (Masten & Tellegen, 2012), and may be considered

---

2 We are happy and proud to be able to say that we have collaborated with Fred Vondracek on the issue of adaptability within the Career Adaptability International Collaborative. The Collaborative was established in 2008 and involved scholars from about twenty different nations with the aim of studying this dimension.
as antecedents of career and self-construction and prerequisites of career adaptability.

Hope is a motivational process based on three components: goals, pathways, and agency goal-directed thinking (Snyder, 2002). Research highlighted that hope is related to health and career outcomes in the course of development. Specifically, in childhood, preadolescence, and adolescence it is related to higher levels of life satisfaction, personal adaptation, adaptive achievement and less behavior problems and depressive symptoms (Kenny, Walsh-Blair, Blustein, Bempechat, & Seltzer, 2010; Schmid, Phelps, Kiely, Napolitano, Boyd, & Lerner, 2011). Regarding social development, hope is related to higher relational goals and more positive feelings about one’s friendships, facilitating their stability over time (Stephanou, 2011). Lastly, during adolescence hope is related to school achievement and school life adaptation, higher levels of academic self-efficacy, mastery goal orientation, vocational identity, and satisfaction for educational plans (Diemer & Blustein, 2007; Kenny et al., 2010).

Optimism represents a stable predisposition to “believe that good rather than bad things will happen” (Scheier & Carver, 1985, p. 219). During the course of development, it is negatively associated with depression, anxiety, non-adaptive behaviors, risk of suicide, and positively correlated with physical health and life satisfaction (Malinauskas & Vaicekauskas, 2013; Reivich, Gillham, Chaplin, & Seligman, 2013). Similar to hope, optimism plays a relevant role in the quality of interpersonal relationships: it is associated with more positive relationships, higher social acceptance, and lower levels of loneliness and isolation (Oberle, Schonert-Reichl, & Thomson, 2010). Lastly, regarding career development, Patton, Bartrum, and Creed (2004) showed that, in a group of high school students, optimism predicted career goals, career planning and career exploration.
As regards our studies involving 340 4th- and 5th-grade students, we used two instruments that we developed to assess children’s optimism and hope: *What Will Happen to Me?* and *My Hope*. Using these instruments, Ginevra, Carraro, and Zicari (2014) found that hope and optimism predicted social skills, life satisfaction and a positive self-perception. Moreover, they observed that hope and optimism correlated with resilience. In preadolescence, involving 692 middle school students, Santilli, Ginevra, Sgaramella, Nota, Ferrari and Soresi (2015) showed that hope and optimism correlated with life satisfaction, resilience, future orientation, and career adaptability. Lastly, involving adolescents, Wilkins, Santilli, Ferrari, Nota, Tracey, & Soresi (2014) found that hope and optimism predicted indirectly, through four career adaptability resources, distinct satisfaction domains (school experiences, autonomous decision-making, classmate relations, family relations, praise received, help availability, and current life conditions).

Considering hope and optimism toward the future (see the questionnaire *Visions About Future*; Ginevra, Sgaramella, Ferrari, Nota, Santilli, & Soresi, 2014), and based on Bryant and Cvengros’ study (2004), which considered hope and optimism as dual indicators of a single global dimension reflecting future orientation in preadolescents and adolescents, Ginevra et al. (2014) found, through second-order confirmatory analyses, that orientation toward hope, optimism and pessimism are related but distinct constructs and can be considered as indicators of a single global dimension reflecting a positive orientation toward the future\(^3\). Santilli, Marcionetti, Rochat, Rossier, and Nota (2017), considering this global dimension as mediator, showed that

---

\(^3\) Orientation toward pessimism negatively saturated with the second-order factor.
positive orientation toward the future in Italian preadolescents partially mediated and in Swiss preadolescents fully mediated the relationship between career adaptability and life satisfaction.

**Positive development: The role of resilience and future orientation.**

Resilience and future orientation are two additional positive psychology constructs that play a crucial role in promoting more adaptive career development in current times (Masten, & Tellegen, 2012).

Resilience concerns the ability of individuals to resist or quickly recover strengths and energy and to set themselves in motion while challenges are threatening stability, vitality and development (Masten & Obradović, 2006). It is a protective factor to cope with risks, also related to future uncertainty and challenges of the ‘risk society’ in which we live. From childhood to adolescence, resilience is related to positive developmental outcomes and avoidance of maladaptive outcomes, and life satisfaction (Masten & Tellegen, 2012). It is also related to coping and problem-solving skills, ability of asking for support, and better social relationships (Donald & Clacherty, 2005). During preadolescence and adolescence, it correlates with higher school achievement, vocational identity, and career commitment (Diemer & Blustein, 2007). Santilli et al. (2015), studying Italian preadolescents, showed that resilience positively correlated with future orientation, life satisfaction and career adaptability.

Future orientation refers to thoughts, ideas and feelings individuals have about their future (Stoddard, Zimmerman, & Bauermeister, 2011). Future orientation skills develop throughout adolescence, starting from 11 -12 years old, even
if Grisso et al. (2003) found that younger adolescents (11- to 13-year-olds) were significantly less likely to recognize the long-term consequences of various decisions than 16 years old and older adolescents and tended to accept more frequently an immediate rather than a delayed but more valuable reward. During preadolescence and adolescence, future orientation is a protective factor against impulsive and unhealthy behaviors, because it increases the ability to foresee negative consequences of certain actions and behaviors (Luyckx, Lens, Smits, & Goossens, 2010). As regards educational and work outcomes, future-oriented adolescents, both in academic achievements and in their careers, tend to be more successful than present-oriented individuals (Simons, Vansteenkiste, Lens, & Lacante, 2004). Moreover, propensity to look to the future is positively correlated with career maturity, operationalized in terms of career planning and exploration (Janeiro & Marques, 2010). In the Italian context, Ferrari, Nota, and Soresi (2010), involving middle school students, highlighted that preadolescents with higher levels of future orientation were more greatly involved in the decisional process and more committed in school.

**Positive development: The role of occupational knowledge.**

Besides emphasizing the variables described above, Hartung et al. (2005) underline the importance of promoting in childhood occupational knowledge, which is associated with greater personal identity, career adaptability, and connectedness to the social and interpersonal world. Occupational knowledge regards the amount of knowledge that individuals think they have about a list of jobs (perception of occupational knowledge) and the amount of knowledge that they really have
about jobs (actual occupational knowledge; Ferrari, Ginevra, Santilli, Nota, Sgaramella, & Soresi, 2015; Rohlfing, Nota, Ferrari, Soresi, & Tracey, 2012).

Although research studies on occupational knowledge in the course of development are not extensive (Rohlfing et al., 2012; Schmitt-Wilson & Welsh, 2012) and conducted in a fragmented way (Schultheiss, 2005), the few studies conducted on this topic highlighted that knowledge about occupations and about self-in-occupations develops by age 10 or 11 and tends to improve with age (Hartung et al., 2005). It must be said, however, that the literature provides conflicting data on development trends: on one hand, Watson and McMahon (2005) found an age improvement in knowledge related to work aspects and job characteristics, while on the other hand, Schmitt-Wilson and Welsh (2012) did not find grade differences in occupational knowledge in children from 4th to 7th grade. Also, Rolfing et al. (2012) found that elementary and middle school students’ perception of knowledge of occupations did not differ across third through sixth grades.

Other studies highlighted that occupational knowledge is influenced by experience and that children tend to be more accurate in describing and assessing jobs they have already experienced (Howard & Walsh, 2010). Furthermore, occupational knowledge is related to occupational preferences and stereotyped jobs; specifically, boys have more knowledge about realistic and investigative jobs and girls have more knowledge about social jobs (Miller & Hayward, 2006). In an Italian study of elementary and middle school students, Ferrari et al. (2015) confirmed the role of experience on both perception of occupational knowledge and actual occupational knowledge on Holland’s categories. Specifically, higher levels of actual occupational knowledge and perception of occupational knowledge
were observed for social category (e.g., nurse and teacher), probably related to a higher exposure to these occupations, but also with comments shared at school, for instance on what teachers' work consists of, on reasons underlying his/her actions. Lower levels of actual occupational knowledge and perception of occupational knowledge were instead observed for conventional category (e.g., accountant and secretary), about which children have very limited experience. Moreover, the authors did not observe an increase in actual occupational knowledge with increasing age, suggesting that probably the progression of occupational knowledge is very slow. Conversely, with increasing age girls show higher scores in their perception of occupational knowledge for artistic categories, including an increase in the attention for the world of show biz and fashion in which girls invest more as they get older. Lastly, the authors found also a relationship between occupational knowledge and career exploration. The latter, defined as an action implemented for gathering appropriate knowledge both about self (e.g. interests and values) and about the world of education and work (e.g. education, training courses and occupations), predicted actual occupational knowledge rather than perception of occupational knowledge. Specifically, the more students were involved in exploration activities, the more their actual knowledge tended to improve.

**Positive development: The role of career adaptability.**

As suggested by Hirschi and Vondracek (2009), career adaptability plays a crucial role in favoring recursive and dynamic professional self-construction which takes into account the characteristics of today's labor market.
Career adaptability is the readiness to cope with the predictable tasks of preparing for and participating in the work role and with the unpredictable adjustments prompted by the changes in work and work conditions (Savickas, 2013). Hartung (2015) and Hartung et al. (2008) stated that antecedents of career adaptability begin during childhood (e.g., autonomy, self-esteem, and future time orientation) and develop during preadolescence and adolescence, contributing to creating a more meaningful professional construction across the lifespan (Nota et al., 2014; Savickas, 2013). Studying preadolescents, Hirschi (2009) found that career adaptability predicted sense of growth power and life satisfaction, and in another study he showed that career adaptability was the best predictor of realism and stability of the aspirations (Hirschi, 2010).

Regarding studies of career adaptability in adolescence, Porfeli and Savickas (2012), involving a group of 460 10th and 11th grade U.S. students, observed that career adaptability was strongly correlated with vocational identity and, specifically, with in-depth career exploration and identification with career commitments. In turn, Pouyaud, Vignoli, Dosnon, and Lallemand (2012) found, in French adolescents, that career adaptability, and in particular concern, correlated significantly with motivation in educational environments; it also negatively correlated with general anxiety and the fear of failing in one’s academic-professional path.

In the Italian context, Di Maggio, Ginevra, Nota, Ferrari, and Soresi (2015), besides confirming the factorial structure of the Career Adapt-Abilities Scale (Savickas & Porfeli, 2012) in middle school students, showed that higher levels of career adaptability correlated with higher levels of hope, optimism, and life satisfaction, and lower levels of pessimism. Among high-school students, Soresi, Nota, and Ferrari (2012), observed that
adolescents with higher levels of career adaptability showed lower perceived internal and external career barriers, a broader range of career interests, and higher quality of life than adolescents with lower levels of career adaptability. Moreover, we are interested in investigating, in a group of high school students, the relationship between career adaptability and vocational identity, operationalized in the VISA questionnaire developed by Porfeli, Lee, Vondracek, and Weigold (2011) as career exploration, commitment, and reconsideration dimensions.

It is exciting to be able to say that vocational psychology is currently focusing on positive aspects and resources that can be useful in promoting beneficial developmental pathways, starting with children. Fred Vondracek’s appeals have been heeded and we can now witness greater enthusiasm in the realization of research studies, in setting up new tools, and in channeling attention also toward these aspects. We believe that it is now time to make further efforts, on the one hand on designing interventions and, on the other, on trying to include these different aspects into professional development models in a more complete and articulate way.

Analyzing and enhancing strengths: suggestions for counselors’ actions

Considering the points examined, it seems clear that we need to give attention to positive aspects of growth and development and to implement interventions as early as possible (Hartung et al., 2005, 2008; Savickas et al, 2009). We think that children, preadolescents and adolescents should be involved in career interventions, cyclically and repetitively over time, aimed at stimulating an analysis of the strengths, above described,
relevant for their career construction. These activities should include the assessment of these characteristics and stimulate specific reflections and changes.

Assessment instruments to analyze strengths.

To assess hope from childhood to adolescence, it is possible to use, for example, the Young Children’s Hope Scale (YCHS) developed by McDermott, Hastings, Gariglietti, and Callahan (1997) for children aged 5 to 7 years, and the Children’s Hope Scale developed by Snyder et al. (1997) for those aged 8 to 16 years. In the Italian context, to assess hope in 4th and 5th grade students, Ginevra, Carraro, et al. (2014) developed the self-report ‘My Hope’. It consists of 6 items (e.g. “I think about how to get things that are important for me”) on a 6-point scale ranging from 1 (never) to 6 (very often). The validity and reliability analyses showed good results, with a Cronbach’s alpha of .77. For middle and high school students ‘Visions about Future’ was developed (Ginevra, Sgaramella, et al., 2014). The version for middle school students comprises 16 items on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = not strong; 5 = strongest), and assesses orientation toward hope (7 items, e.g. “In the future I will be involved in very important projects”), orientation toward optimism (4 items, e.g. “Even in the face of difficulties, I think I will remain an optimist”), and orientation toward pessimism (5 items, e.g. “It is useless to hope in the future: I will not be able to do what I have in mind”). The confirmative factor analysis carried out supported a second-order structure, regarding a general sense of positive orientation toward the future. Additionally, good levels of internal consistency were found (ranging from .76 to .91). The version for high school students consists of 22 items
and has a similar structure to the version for middle school students, with equally good psychometric properties.

Just as for hope, there are several self-reports in the international literature to measure children’s, preadolescents’, and adolescents’ optimism. We offer the following examples: the Optimism-Pessimism Test Instrument (Stipek, Lamb, & Zigler, 1981) for children aged 6 to 12 years; the Youth Life Orientation Test (Ey et al., 2005) for children 7 to 16 years, and the Life Orientation Test (Scheier & Carver, 1985) for children as young as 8-years-old. In the Italian context, Ginevra, Carraro, et al. (2014) developed the 6-item self-report scale What Will Happen to Me?, which measures on a 5-point scale (1 = *I never think so*; 5 = *I always think so*), the tendency to expect more positive than negative events. An example item is “I think more good things will happen to me than bad”. The validity and reliability analyses conducted by the authors showed good results, with a Cronbach’s alpha of .91.

Several quantitative instruments may be used to assess resilience from childhood to adolescence, such as the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (Goodman, 2001) for children aged 3 to 16 years old, the Child and Youth Resilience Measure-28 (Liebenberg, Ungar, & Van de Vijver, 2012) for individuals ranging in age from 9 to 23 years. Regarding resilience about the future, Ginevra, Carraro, et al. (2014) developed the scale About Future, for 4th and 5th grade students. It consists of 7 items (e.g. “When something bad happens to me, I try to do something to solve the situation”) with responses on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (*I never think so*) to 5 (*I always think so*). The analyses carried out showed good psychometric requisites, with a Cronbach’s alpha of .82.

As regards self-report instruments to assess preadolescents’ and adolescents’ positive future orientation, we note the
Adolescent Time Perspective Inventory developed by Mello and Worrell (2007). Focusing on future orientation and career resilience in the Italian context, Santilli et al. (2015) developed for middle and high school students the questionnaire Design My Future (see Table 1 for the version for middle school students). The version for middle school students consists of 21 items on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = *I never think so*; 5 = *I always think so*), and measures propensity to future orientation (13 items, e.g., “Looking ahead and thinking about what will happen in the future makes me feel full of energy”) and propensity to resilience (8 items, e.g., “I think I’m able to challenge the difficult situations that may arise in the future for me”). The explorative and confirmative factor analyses carried out confirmed a two-factor correlated structure and good reliability (.88 for future orientation and .79 for resilience). The version for high school students, consisting of 25 items, has a similar structure to the version for middle school students, with equally good psychometric properties.
**Table 1. Design My Future – Version for middle school students**

**DESIGN MY FUTURE**  
– Version for middle school students  

**Instructions**
Listed below is a set of statements which refer to things you could think or do. Please read them one at a time and while choosing an answer remember that:  
1 stands for “it describes me very slightly”  
2 stands for “it describes me slightly”  
3 stands for “it describes me somewhat”  
4 stands for “it describes me fairly well”  
5 stands for “it describes me very well”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I often think about when I will grow up.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I like to daydream about what my future holds for me.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Looking ahead and thinking about what will happen in the future makes me feel full of energy.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I consider myself a strong person.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Even if I am under pressure, I can concentrate and think lucidly.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. I like to think about where I will be in a few years.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. I think that my future will depend on how much I will do actively.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. I am committed to the maximum.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Building a positive future for me is something that I think of often.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. The idea of being able in the future to realize my dreams, passionate me right now.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. I always commit to achieve what is important to me.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. About my future I have many ideas and hopes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>I think I'm a strong person.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>I like to think about what I can do to have a good future.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>I believe to achieve my goals.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>I consider myself able to deal with anything that might happen.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>I think I'm a person who does not get discouraged easily.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Imagining my future makes me feel optimistic.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>When I think about my future I pay attention to the type of person I'd like to be.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>I think I'm able to challenge the difficult situations that may arise in the future for me.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>I often think about how I wish things to be in the future.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding occupational knowledge, several self-reports and structured interviews have been published to assess children's, preadolescents' or adolescents' perception of or actual knowledge of occupations and the world of work. Among these, we note the Revised Career Awareness Survey (McMahon & Watson, 2001), and the Job Knowledge Survey (Loesch, Rucker, & Shub, 1978). In the Italian context, Ferrari et al. (2015) developed the Occupational Knowledge Interview to assess children's perception of occupational knowledge and actual occupational knowledge. It consists of 12 cards, each depicting one occupation, 2 for every Holland's category: Realistic (airplane pilot, fireman), Investigative (pharmacist, veterinarian), Artistic (actor/actress, journalist), Social (nurse, school teacher), Enterprising (shop assistant, taxi driver) and Conventional (accountant, secretary). The interview consists of two sections: the first probes perception of knowledge in 12 occupations, using a 4-point Likert scale (1 = I do not know; 4 = I know very well); the second investigates actual
occupational knowledge, asking participants to list any action, task or activity that is carried out by workers in the 12 occupations listed above. The percentage of agreement reached by two raters that codified the participants’ answers for each occupation was 95%.

Lastly, to assess preadolescents’ and adolescents’ career adaptability, the 24-items self-report Career Adapt-Abilities Scale (Savickas & Porfeli, 2012) was developed by the research group Career Adaptability Research Team, coordinated by Mark Savickas. The instrument used in different countries with adolescents and adults has appropriate measurement equivalence, with six items for each subtest (concern, control, curiosity, and confidence), which in turn combine to become a global indicator of career adaptability (see the special issue by Leong & Walsh, 2012). Recently, Di Maggio et al. (2015) validated the instrument in Italian preadolescents, and found good psychometric requisites, with good levels of internal consistency (ranging from .69 to .90). Moreover, the authors confirmed the hierarchical factor structure similarity to the CAAS-Italy Form for adolescents (Soresi et al., 2012) and to the CAAS-International form 2.0 (Savickas & Porfeli, 2012).

**Working to support strengths.**

The analysis of strengths may allow one to elaborate, for each child, preadolescent or adolescent, a personalized report, which describes the variables considered and the scores obtained in these dimensions. The occasion when the report is given could be an opportunity to encourage children to reflect on the resources for their career construction and to identify their strengths.
Small group sessions or individual educational activities can be designed, with ad-hoc materials such as online stories, videos, or illustrative examples, to present the resources considered and provide specific suggestions to promote them. In this respect, regarding hope and optimism, the laboratory “Nuggets of optimism and hope to school” (Ginevra, Carraro, et al., 2014), developed by the Larios laboratory and the international research group IHRT, could be implemented. The workshop lasts three hours and discusses the definition of optimism and the typical aspects of the optimistic person. By using specific examples from school and extra-school settings the children are trained to recognize optimistic thoughts and distinguish them from negative ones, thus highlighting the importance of some strategies and ways of thinking and doing which are optimistic for their growth and future. Then the workshop presents the children with the definition of hope and the characteristics of the hopeful person and with exercises to facilitate goal setting and the production of hopeful and optimistic ideas to pursue those goals. The workshop ends with the analysis of a peer’s story to single out her optimistic thoughts and the strategies she used to achieve her goals. In order to verify the efficacy of this laboratory, 71 elementary and middle school students were involved. Each participant, at pre- and post-test, was asked to complete the following sentences: “The optimistic person is...”, and “The hopeful person is...”. At the end of the laboratory, the participants expressed a clear understanding of the discussed topics and presented more precise characteristics of optimism and hope then pre-test.

As regards resilience and future orientation, it may be useful to stimulate preadolescents and adolescents to start writing the “Book of Their Life” (Niles & Harris-Bowlsbey, 2005), beginning from significant past events. They could be supported to focus on
the important consequences of those events in increasing their strengths, and in thinking back to their difficult past events, to identify the internal and external resources that allowed them to successfully deal with them. Moreover, they could be invited to ‘project into the future’ and write the chapter of the future, picturing themselves in five and ten years’ time.

As regards knowledge of occupations and the world of work, we wish to mention a three-hour workshop “A leap into the world of work” (Ginevra, Carraro, et al., 2014), which encourages participants to consider the definition of work, its characteristics, and the rights and duties of workers. Participants are then stimulated to analyze occupations by describing actions, tools, places, people, knowledge, and skills required. In order to verify the efficacy of the laboratory, at pre- and post-test, participants were first asked the definition of work (“Work is ...”) at pre-test. At post-test, participants offered more complex, articulated definitions of work, and with more positive aspects (e.g., work allow to obtain economic benefits and to satisfy personal, psychological and social needs).

**Structured activities of involvement.**

In order to act even more incisively, and also to implement prevention activities and avoid the onset of vulnerability (Vondracek et al., 2010), several trainings could be implemented to promote hope, optimism, future orientation, resilience, occupational knowledge, and career adaptability.

Regarding hope and optimism, we want to note the preventive program developed by Firpo (2001), aimed at promoting elementary school students’ optimistic attributional style, and the program proposed by McDermott and Hastings (2000), in
which school children (grades 1–6) were read stories of high-hope children, and classroom discussions addressed how these children might incorporate hope into their own lives. Moreover, we recognize the social–ecological program “Building Hope for the Future”, developed by Marques, Lopez, and Pais-Ribeiro (2011), that includes hope-based sessions with high school students as well as direct work with their parents and teachers.

In the promotion of resilience and future orientation, the PATHS curriculum could be used (Greenberg, 2006) to reduce impulsive behaviors and to facilitate future time orientation and consequential thinking before taking action. Moreover, we want to recognize the intervention developed by Marko and Savickas (1998) to increase high school and college students’ positive future orientation. Lastly, for the Italian context, Ferrari, Nota, and Soresi (2012) developed and verified effectiveness of a structured 10-unit didactic intervention to foster adolescents’ future orientation and career decidedness. The program “Hopes and expectations for the future” aims to increase ability to project into the future and build one’s own career project with greater competence and awareness.

To improve occupational knowledge, career interventions generally aim to promote career exploration. Among these interventions, we want to take note of the program proposed by Beale (2000) that, through movies, graphic activities, group readings and group discussions, promotes the exploration of specific working environments. Also the program by Fouad (2001), through guided tours, and discussions with workers, aims at enhancing occupational knowledge and career exploration. In the Italian context, Nota, Ginevra, and Santilli (2015) devised a ten-unit program for elementary and middle school students called “Journey into the world of professions and work”. It encourages children to stimulate reflection on what work is
and how professions can be explored in order to learn about them and to analyze their various aspects. Emphasis is placed on positive, open, and hopeful attitudes to work; concentration is focused on change, on the importance of innovation and creativity, and on the advantages of integration at the workplace. It was observed that at the end of this intervention, students of the experimental group showed higher levels of optimism and hope, future orientation, information, career exploration and curiosity, and more extensive occupational knowledge than a control group that did not participate in the training.

Concerning specific programs developed and validated to promote career adaptability, we want to recognize Koen, Klehe, and Van Vianen's (2012) training, although its effectiveness has been verified only with college students, and Nota et al.'s (2015) training, made up of 7 didactic units (3 hours each) for high school students. This latter intervention aims at promoting a positive, optimistic and hopeful attitude about the future, mental open-mindedness, creativity, career exploration, ability to identify career goals and self-efficacy beliefs to pursue one's goals.

Lastly, as an example of an intervention that uses new technologies and provides career activities for large groups of students at low cost, we present an online career program, based on the Life Design approach (Nota, Santilli, & Soresi, 2016). It is a six-hour online intervention, developed to support middle school students to reflect on some relevant resources of their professional planning. The program is carried out in three meetings (steps), and each step begins with a 15-minute video in which the first two authors propose specific reflections on variables that the students will later be asked to reflect on. Specifically, the first video (first step) focuses on the importance of looking toward the future, to take responsibility for their future; the second video (second step) highlights the
importance of investing in education and training, considering that we live in what is called the ‘knowledge society’; the third video (third step) focuses on the advantages associated with having multiple goals and also multiple ways to focus on personal goals. After the presentation of the video in the first and second meeting, the participants are administered online questionnaires that invite them to rate themselves on those same variables. Then, at the end of the second meeting, they receive a personalized report representing the strengths they recognize in themselves. In the third meeting, after the video, the students are encouraged to write down two goals in line with their strengths and their wishes, also in other areas of their life (love relationships, leisure activities, contribution to society) where they could make the most of their strengths. The analyses carried out by the authors to verify the effectiveness of the program showed that, at post-test, middle school students that participated in this online-program had higher levels of career adaptability and life satisfaction than control group. Moreover, regarding their wishes about the future, they endorsed more key aspects of the Life Design approach, such as self-determination and attention to choice processes, description of work activities rather than a specific job, indication of dreams/expectations/goals about their future, strengths, life satisfaction, relationships and training investment.

**Conclusions**

Starting from Fred Vondracek’s reflections, and based on theoretical assumptions of the Life Design and PYD approaches, in this chapter we have considered some relevant resources to cope with difficult times that we are going through, such
as hope, optimism, future orientation, resilience, occupational knowledge, and career adaptability. For each of those constructs we have presented research studies underscoring their role in personal and professional development in childhood, preadolescence, and adolescence. Then, as Fred Vondracek himself maintains, we have again stated the importance of involving children, adolescents, and preadolescents in early vocational guidance projects. We have also focused on some important assessment tools useful for analyzing strengths and on some interventions that may be implemented to promote the development of the positive resources described above.

Although we can certainly say that a great deal has been done in that regard, we would like to conclude this chapter by focusing attention again on another area closely connected with young people's professional life, where much remains to be done: parent involvement. If we care about positive pathways, we cannot ignore family members, as Fred Vondracek said as far back as the 1980s (Schulenberg et al., 1984). We believe this point to be crucial and we strongly wish to join Fred Vondracek in stating again the importance of the family setting in young people's professional development and of involving parents in vocational guidance projects. We think that the present and the future of individuals affect not only them deeply, but they also deeply influence their contexts and their relationships, the most important of which are located in their families. We like to think with Vondracek et al. (2010) that the issue of planning the future of children, of adolescents, and of young people is never exclusively individual and private, but relational and public. Therefore, we think that when vocational guidance services arrange for initiatives to support career choice and professional planning, they should also arrange for workshops and projects specifically for 'parents and family members' to
help them make available to their children’s future the resources and strengths that they certainly have or that should in any case be boosted and activated by such initiatives.

We believe that research in our field should insist on that and work in order to set up and validate projects that will allow parents to experience a fruitful and articulate involvement in constructing multiple positive occupational pathways for their children, while at the same time getting satisfaction and improved quality of life. In concluding this work we would like to recall this sentence by Fred Vondracek, who already anticipated: “a focus on family processes related to parental employment, parent-child relationships, socialization practices, and perhaps to family interaction patterns is a fruitful domain within which to explain vocational outcomes and to identify processes” (Schulenberg et al., 1984, p. 139).
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